
Fukushima Targets 100% Renewable Energy
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Energy demand in Fukushima

Energy by renewables



Electricity comsumption
and electricity by renewables in Fukushima
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Grid - Obstacles against expanding renewables
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Less vacancy in 
northern Tohoku

Vacancy of cable and substationBalancing demand and supply



Power Grid in Japan

4Monopolized utilities are unfair to smaller renewable generators. 

Balancing demand and supply is more difficult in smaller grid

Renewables are rich in Tohoku and Hokaido, but demand is
small in those area



Issues of expanding renewable energy
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Firm connection to 
the grid at maximum 
capacity

Grid congestion in assumption / 
Small congestion in actual flow

Connect & manage

Cost burden of grid 
reinforcement to connect

Renewable energy is 
abundant but consumers 
are decreasing in Tohoku

Unable to export surplus power.
Unlimited curtailment without 
compensation.

Broarden cross-
regional power line 

CAUSE PROBLEMS CHALLENGES/
SOLUTION

Regional monopoly by 
10 power companies

Less transparency
Less competition
Unfair to new generators

Transmission sector 
unbundled



Transmission/Distribution sector unbundled in 2020
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Developing renewable energy
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➢ Black line is TEPCO grid. Blue and purple lines 

are Tohoku Electric Power’s grid. Green line 

connects the both. Tohoku declines to accept 

renewable energy because of less capacity.

➢ Fukushima Daiichi(1F) and Daini(2F) don’t 

generate but consume electricity. Fukushima 

government proposed TEPCO to lower the 

voltage from 275 kV to 66 kV and open it for 

renewable energy. TEPCO did it for free.

➢ Fukushima government is putting underground 

cable (thin blue line) connecting TEPCO grid for 

wind farms and solar parks. The renewables will 

be 600 MW in total(wind 361, PV 135).

➢ One million JPY per 1 MW will be donated for 

rebuilding communities every year.

➢ Fukushima Prefectural Government declared 

renewable energy 100% March 2012. It means 

that Fukushima produces renewable energy 

more than the whole amount of energy 

Fukushima consumes in its area. Wind turbines
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